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Abstract—Small Cells (SCs) mounted on top of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can be used to boost the radio capacity in hotspot
zones. However, UAV-SCs are subject to tight battery constraints, resulting in frequent recharges operated at the ground sites. To meet
the UAV-SCs energy demanded to the ground sites, the operator leverages a set of Solar Panels (SPs) and grid connection. In this
work, we demonstrate that both i) the level of throughput provided to a set of areas and ii) the amount of energy that is exchanged with
the grid by the ground sites play a critical role in such UAV-aided cellular network. We then formulate the J-MATE model to jointly
optimize the energy and throughput through revenue and cost components. In addition, we design the BBSR algorithm, which is able
to retrieve a solution even for large problem instances. We evaluate J-MATE and BBSR over a realistic scenario composed of dozens
of areas and multiple ground sites, showing that: i) both J-MATE and BBSR outperform previous approaches targeting either the
throughput maximization or the energy minimization, and ii) the computation time and the memory occupation of BBSR are reduced
up to five orders of magnitude compared to J-MATE.

Index Terms—cellular networks, throughput and energy management, UAV, renewable energy
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1 INTRODUCTION

The potential to utilize Unammed Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) to carry Small Cell (SC) capabilities is a topic of
ongoing interest in the research and practitioner community,
as evidenced by the seminal works of [1], [2], [3] and
the recent surveys/tutorials [4], [5]. In comparison to a
traditional cellular network composed of fixed Macro Cells
(MCs), UAV-SCs provide: i) coverage flexibility [6], as it
is possible to selectively choose the areas to be served by
UAV-SCs over time and space, ii) performance increase [7],
due to the Line Of Sight (LOS) and proximity conditions
experienced on the radio link between the users and the
serving UAV-SCs, and iii) CAPital EXpenditures (CAPEX)
reduction [8], as the number of sites to host fixed MC
capabilities is decreased. In this context, a viable option is to
deploy a UAV-aided cellular network [9], in which a small
number of MCs provide basic performance to users over
the territory, while UAV-SCs are instead used to improve
the capacity in selected areas.

Although the utilization of a UAV-aided cellular net-
work is a promising approach for the deployment of future
cellular networks [10], there are a number of technological
challenges that need to be taken into account in real-world
implementations of such architecture [5]. One key issue is
the energy consumption of UAV-SCs [4]. Compared to a
fixed MC, which is connected to the electricity grid, the
battery capability of a UAV-SC is generally limited [11].

Consequently, the coverage of an area served by a UAV-SC
has to be scheduled inside a mission [12] to always ensure
an adequate battery level and avoid its discharge before the
mission completion. In this context, each UAV-SC mission
starts and ends at a set of ground sites, which provide
recharging capabilities to the UAV-SCs. Since the cumulative
energy required by the UAV-SCs that need to be recharged
in a ground site may be significant [8], each ground site
generally needs to consider (or attempts to leverage): i) the
energy locally produced by a set Solar Panels (SPs) and ii)
the connection to the electricity grid. In this way, the ground
site can satisfy the UAV-SCs demand by buying energy from
the grid when the energy produced by SPs is not sufficient
and/or not available.

In such a scenario, it is clear that the energy-efficient
management of UAV-SCs missions is a crucial aspect faced
by the operator. From an OPerating EXpenses (OPEX) per-
spective, the operator should minimize the use of UAV-SCs,
in order to: i) limit the number of UAV-SC recharges, and ii)
maximize the amount of SP energy that is sold to the grid.
However, this policy contradicts the need to provision the
radio capacity to users, which targets the maximization of
the UAV-SCs deployment to maximize the performance of
the covered areas. In addition, the amount of throughput
provided to the users may be linked to the revenue gained
by the operator from users’ subscription plans. This is
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especially true for data-hungry services like adaptive video
streaming, Internet of Things (IoT) subscriptions, social me-
dia, which may be on a pay-as-you-go fee plan.

The optimization of the different costs/revenues terms
derived from the management of the UAV-SCs is therefore a
challenging aspect for an operator. In this context, a natural
question arises: is it possible to jointly optimize the energy
bought from the grid, the energy sold to the grid and
the throughput provided by a UAV-aided cellular network
architecture to maximize the global operator’s revenue? The
goal of our work is to answer this question, which, to the
best of our knowledge, has received very little attention
by the research community so far. Specifically, we develop
a framework that allows the operator to control: i) the
throughput provided over the territory by a set of MCs and
a set of UAV-SCs, ii) the UAV-SCs missions over time and
space, iii) the UAV-SC energy constraints and iv) the energy
balance between the SPs production, the energy bought
from the grid and the energy sold to the grid in the ground
sites.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• we model the Radio Resource Management (RRM)
operated by the MCs and the UAV-SCs, through the
BandWidth (BW) that each MC distributes over the
territory. This contribution is inline with other works
in the literature (e.g., [9]), which adopt joint RRM
between MCs and UAV-SCs. However, unlike prior
approaches that do not consider a joint RRM and
energy strategy, we seek to address both in our work.
Specifically, we model the MC bandwith redistribu-
tion, which is expressed through the amount of BW
that is released to a MC when an area starts to the
covered by a UAV-SC;

• we model the UAV-SCs missions and energy levels
over time and 3D-space domains through a graph-
based approach. In other words, unlike the approach
presented in [13], we target a novel problem where
multiple areas and multiple sites are considered;

• we introduce constraints to model the energy balance
at the ground sites;

• we formalize an innovative optimization model,
JOINT MANAGEMENT OF MULTI-AREA THROUGH-
PUT AND ENERGY (J-MATE), to balance throughput
revenue and energy costs;

• we design a new algorithm, BALANCE ENERGY
BOUGHT, ENERGY SOLD AND THROUGHPUT REV-
ENUE (BBSR), which targets the solution of the prob-
lem in large instances, comprising dozens of areas
and multiple ground sites;

• we consider a scenario, located in Rotorua (New
Zealand), which integrates real-world measurements
and parameters. Therefore, we also validate through
a real testbed the UAV-SC energy consumption
model defined in this work;

• we perform an in-depth analysis of the performance
of J-MATE and BBSR compared to a set of other
strategies used as reference;

• we consider a wide set of metrics to more accurately
benchmark our proposed approach with the refer-
ence strategies.

The goal of this paper is to: i) model a complex system
containing various independent parameters and ii) provide
a unique solution striking a balance between revenues and
costs.

Our results demonstrate that J-MATE and BBSR are
very effective in managing the revenues and costs compo-
nents of the UAV-aided cellular architecture. Specifically, by
leveraging a weight parameter assigned to the throughput,
the operator can achieve: i) the maximization of the energy
sold to the grid, ii) the maximization of the throughput
provided to a set of areas, or iii) a balanced strategy between
i) and ii). In addition, we also show that BBSR reduces both
the computation time and the memory occupation up to
five orders of magnitude compared to J-MATE. We believe
that our outcomes may trigger future research in the field,
which includes: i) the cooperation of multiple UAV-SCs to
cover the same area and realize beyond 5G services; and ii)
the design of machine learning-based algorithms to provide
the capability to react in real time to unexpected events (e.g.,
bad weather conditions, UAV-SCs failures, user mobility).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2
briefly reviews the related literature. Sec. 3 highlights the
main features of the UAV-aided cellular architecture con-
sidered in this work. Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 present J-MATE
and BBSR, respectively. The real-world scenario is shown in
Sec. 6. Performance evaluation of the considered strategies
is presented in Sec. 7. Finally, Sec. 8 concludes our work.

2 RELATED WORK

Tab. 1 summarizes the positioning of this work compared
to the literature, considering: i) the trajectory control of
UAV-SCs (considered or not by the related work), ii) the
computation of the trajectory (through a 2D plane, a 3D
plane, or a multi-period (MP) graph), iii) the granularity of
the targeted optimization (in terms of single user or whole
areas), iv) the RRM policy implemented (none, frame-based,
unit-based, subcarrier-based or BW-based), v) the number of
fixed MCs assumed in the scenario (none, one single MC, or
multiple MCs), vi) the considered number of UAV-SCs (sin-
gle or multiple ), vii) the presence of constraints to control
the UAV-SCs energy consumption, viii) the presence of con-
straints to control the site energy production/consumption,
and ix) the pursued approach (model-based, optimization-
based, and/or algorithm-based).

Several considerations can be derived by observing in
more detail Tab. 1. First of all, the literature on the topic may
appear pretty vast at a first glance. However, many works
introduce different simplifications, like the computation of
the UAV-SCs trajectory in the 2D plane (i.e., not considering
the 3D space), no RRM, no fixed MCs, one single UAV-
SC, and no energy constraints for the UAV-SCs and/or
the ground sites. Although we recognize the importance
of such previous works, we point out that our goal is to
consider a realistic UAV-aided cellular architecture, where: i)
we control the UAV-SCs trajectories in the 3D space through
an MP graph, ii) we consider the BW provided to each area
as the main resource to be managed through the RRM, iii)
we focus on a scenario where each area may be served by
multiple fixed MCs or by one UAV-SC - we also provide evi-
dence from real measurements that the condition in which
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TABLE 1
Positioning of this work w.r.t. the literature.

Trajectory Trajectory Number UAV Energy Site EnergyWork Control Computation Target RRM Fixed MCs of UAVs Constraints Constraints Approach

Mozaffari et al. [14] - - Areas - - Multiple - - Opt.
Sharma et al. [7] - - Areas - Multiple Multiple - - Alg.

Qureshi et al. [15] - - Areas - - Multiple - - Model
Mignardi et al. [16] Yes 2D-plane Areas - Multiple Multiple - - Alg.

Jeong et al. [17] Yes 2D-plane Users Yes (frames) - Single Yes - Opt.,Alg.
Verdone et al. [18] Yes 2D-plane Areas Yes (units) Multiple Single - - Alg.

Wu et al. [19] Yes 2D-plane Users - - Multiple - - Opt.,Alg.
Zhu et al. [20] Yes 2D-plane Areas - - Single Yes - Opt.,Alg.
Li et al. [21] Yes 3D-plane Users Yes (subcar.) - Single - - Opt.,Alg.

Mardani et al. [22] Yes 2D-plane Areas - - Single Yes - Alg.
Zeng et al. [23] - - Users - Multiple Multiple - - Model
Trotta et al. [24] - - Areas - - Multiple Yes Yes (Rec. actions) Opt.,Alg.

Wu et al. [25] Yes 2D-plane Users - - Multiple Yes - Model
Hua et al. [26] Yes 2D-plane Users Yes (BW) Single Single Yes - Opt.,Alg.
Sun et al. [27] Yes 3D-plane Users Yes (subcar.) - Single Yes - Opt.,Alg.

Chiaraviglio et al. [13] Yes MP graph Areas Yes (BW) Single Multiple Yes Yes (Single Site) Opt.
This work Yes MP graph Areas Yes (BW) Multiple Multiple Yes Yes (Multiple Sites) Opt.,Alg.

multiple MCs serve the same area is common in currently
deployed cellular networks (especially in zones located at
the cell border), iv) we jointly control a set of multiple UAV-
SCs and their actions over time (e.g., covering, moving,
recharging), v) we explicitly model the energy constraints
of the UAVs and of the ground sites, vi) we tackle the
problem by providing the J-MATE formulation and the
BBSR algorithm.

Actually, the closest paper to this work is [13], where
the authors have targeted the optimization of the area
throughput and the grid-connected microgeneration in a
UAV-based scenario. However, as outlined in Tab. 1, our
work is radically different from [13] under the following
aspects: i) we consider an architecture composed of multiple
fixed MCs (and not a single one like in [13]) to better reflect
the deployment of a realistic cellular network, ii) we assume
multiple sites providing energy capabilities to the UAVs
(and not a single site like in [13]) - in this way, each UAV
is able to choose at which site to recharge, iii) we face the
problem not only from the optimization perspective, but
also by designing the BBSR algorithm, which is able to
efficiently retrieve a solution in a limited amount of time
and with limited memory resources. In addition, another
key feature of this work (and not covered at all by previous
ones) is the validation of the UAV-SC energy model (derived
from [27]) through the measurements performed on a real
UAV-based testbed.

Summarizing, we face a scenario where the UAV-SCs
offer coverage capabilities to a set of areas. Each area may be
served by a set of multiple fixed MCs or by a UAV-SC. We
model the UAV-SC trajectories (and their actions) as an MP
graph, in order to precisely control the UAV-SCs positions
and actions in the 3D space. We consider a set of ground
sites offering recharging capabilities to the UAV-SCs. We
take into account the energy management of the UAV-SCs,
by properly considering the impact of the different UAV-
SC actions on the battery level. In addition, we consider
the ground site energy constraints in terms of: i) energy
produced by SPs, ii) energy bought from the grid, iii) energy
sold to the grid. Compared to previous work, we propose
a new approach for a UAV-aided cellular network, which
allows the operator to jointly control: i) the management
of the radio resources (in terms of BW) to provide the

throughput over a set of areas, ii) the amount of energy
exchanged with the grid by each ground site, iii) the actions,
the trajectories and the battery levels of a set of UAV-SCs.

3 ARCHITECTURE

We describe our architecture through a set of main building
blocks, reported in the following subsections.

3.1 Definition of Radio Resources
In our framework, the radio resources are expressed in
terms of BandWidth (BW) assigned to a set of areas, where
users and/or their activity tend to concentrate. Clearly, in
a real-world network, the radio resources (e.g., Resource
Blocks in LTE) have to be split among users in the area.
Moreover, some radio resources have to be allocated to
the control channels. However, the evaluation of the actual
level of performance achieved by single users is not the
main goal of this work, as this feature requires to consider
user channel conditions and the discrete amount of radio
resources delivered to each user. Consequently, this step
may increase the problem complexity to a large extent.
Eventually, the computation of the radio resources that are
allocated to the single users can be performed after the BW
allocation to the area, e.g., by efficiently scheduling the radio
resources to each user in the area.

3.2 UAV-SCs to improve the area throughput
The second building block of our architecture is designed
to improve the throughput for each area. Each UAV carries
a Small Cell (SC), whose frequency band is separated from
the one used by the fixed Macro Cells (MCs). Therefore,
there is no interference between a UAV-SC and a fixed
MC.1 Focusing on the interference between UAV-SCs, we
assume that each area is served by at most one UAV-SC. In
addition, the positions of the areas and their coverage size,
which are provided as input to our problem, are designed

1. In this paper, we assume that the radio link between the UAV-
SC and the ground site, which provides connectivity to the rest of the
Internet, does not use the same portion of BW of the MCs or the UAV-
SCs. This link may be realized considering other radio technologies,
such micro-wave links or Free Space Optical (FSO) links. We leave the
investigation of this aspect as future work.
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in a way to limit the interference between different UAV-
SCs covering neighboring areas at the same time. In this
way, when a UAV-SC covers an area, all the users in the
area which were previously connected to the serving MC
are handovered to the UAV-SC. We also assume that the
handovers are performed in a way to limit glitches and
performance losses to users. In addition, we ensure that a
UAV-SC covers an area for a sufficiently long amount of
time, i.e., in the order of minutes, which is much larger
compared to the handover duration in 4G networks [28].
In this way, we avoid frequent handovers forced to users
between the UAV-SC and the MC(s), which would otherwise
impact the presented results.2 In this scenario, the UAV-
SC brings a throughput increase to the served area, due
to the fact that: i) dedicated radio resources (in terms of
BW) are allocated, ii) better channel conditions are generally
experienced compared to the MCs coverage, thanks to the
fact that the UAV-SC is in close proximity (i.e., at most few
hundreds meters) and in Line of Sight (LoS) with the users
in the area.

3.3 Bandwidth redistribution
A third aspect targeted by this work is the control of the BW
redistribution among the terrestrial MCs when the UAV-SCs
are exploited. This step involves solely the spectrum of the
MCs (and no spectrum portion of the UAV-SC). When an
area is served by an MC, part of the MC BW is used to
provide capacity to the area. The MC BW is allocated to the
area by providing radio resources to the users in the area.
When the same area starts to be covered by a UAV-SC, the
BW of the MC that was previously used to provide capacity
over the area is then released back to the MC. Since the BW
is a very precious resource for a MC, and since the UAV-
SC provides a dedicated amount of BW to the area, it is
meaningful to serve an area either with an MC or with a
UAV-SC. Consequently, an MC does not serve any area that
is being served by a UAV-SC. As a result, the MC BW is
released back to the MC when the area starts to be served
by the UAV-SC. In practice, the BW release is allowed by
handovering the users in the area previously served by the
MC to the UAV-SC currently covering the area. The released
BW is then reallocated by the MC to other areas that are
not served by any UAV-SC. This aspect is one of the key
innovations taken into consideration by our work.

To better understand the BW redistribution, Fig. 1(a)
reports a simple scenario composed of two MCs (“MC1”
and “MC2”), one area exclusively served by MC1 (“Area
4”), one area exclusively served by MC2 (”Area 1”), two
areas mutually served by the two MCs (“Area 2” and “Area
3”), one extra zone for delivering BW resources of MC1,
and one extra zone for delivering BW resources of MC2. For
simplicity, BW resources are denoted in terms of elements
(represented by cubes in the subfigure), which are managed
by each MC. In this scenario, Area 2 and Area 3 contain BW
resources from both MCs, due to the fact that these areas
are located at the coverage border for both MCs. Hence,

2. In case the TS duration is reduced (i.e. in the order of seconds
or less), the impact of handovers can be carefully evaluated, e.g., by
guaranteeing that each UAV-SC and each MC provide coverage over
an area for at least a given number of consecutive TSs.

MC1

MC2

Extra BW MC2
Extra BW MC1

BW FlowMC1 BW Element MC2 BW Element

(a) All areas covered by the MCs.

MC1

MC2

Extra BW MC2
Extra BW MC1

UAV-SC

BW Returned 
to MC2

BW Returned 
to MC1

BW Flow

MC1 BW Element MC2 BW Element UAV-SC BW Element

(b) Area 2 covered by a UAV-SC: BW release to the MCs

MC1

MC2

Extra BW MC2
Extra BW MC1

UAV-SC

BW Flow

MC1 BW Element MC2 BW Element UAV-SC BW Element

(c) BW reallocation by MCs

Fig. 1. MCs BW management: the BW resources assigned by MCs to
Area 2 (subfigure a) are released to the MCs when Area 2 is covered by
a UAV-SC (subfigure b) and they are then reallocated among the other
areas not covered by UAV-SCs (subfigure c).

in order to adequately serve such areas, a large amount of
BW resources of the MCs is exploited.3 Now, let us suppose
that Area 2 is served by a UAV-SC (Fig. 1(b)). When the
SC on board the UAV starts covering the area, all the BW
resources that where previously assigned to the area are
released to the MCs. This pool of BW resources is then
reassigned by the MCs (Fig. 1(c) ) to improve the throughput
of the other areas not covered by UAV-SCs (see e.g., Area 4,
which passes from 2 radio resources in Fig. 1(a) to 6 radio
resources in Fig. 1(c)). In this way, the exploitation of UAV-
SCs allows the BW release to the MC(s) previously serving
the areas, and therefore a better throughput also to the areas
not served by any UAV-SC. This is a fundamental aspect,
which was not deeply covered by the UAV-related literature
so far. Without the BW redistribution, the maximization of
the UAV-SC throughput would result into the maximization
of the number of areas covered by UAV-SCs over time.
However, the BW redistribution feature makes this objective

3. This assumption is reasonable, since users at the cell edge gen-
erally experience the worst channel conditions. Therefore, in order to
guarantee a given throughput, the MC has to consume a large number
of BW resources for such users.
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Fig. 2. Energy management at the ground sites. Each site balances the
energy produced by the SPs, the energy consumed by the UAV-SCs
under recharge (if any) and the energy exchanged with the grid.

not trivial. In fact, the reallocation of BW may bring, for
a specific area not covered by any UAV-SC, a notable BW
improvement (and consequently a throughput increase).
Our work properly considers also this feature.

3.4 Energy management
A third aspect addressed by this work is the management
of the different energy components available in the set of
ground sites, as shown in Fig. 2. More specifically, each
ground site hosts charging stations on which the UAV-SCs
must land to recharge. The energy needed to recharge the
UAV-SCs is drained from the SPs and/or the grid. Although
both SPs and the grid are a source of power for the operator,
we carefully distinguish them in our framework. In fact,
while the energy bought from the grid has a cost for the
operator, the energy from the SPs does not have a cost, as
the operator is the owner of the SPs installed in each site.
Moreover, the energy produced by the SPs (when it is not
used to recharge the UAV-SCs) can be sold to the grid, thus
realizing a revenue for the operator. In this way, the ground
site balances the energy required to recharge the UAV-SCs
with the energy produced by the SPs and the energy bought
or sold to the grid (see e.g., Site 1 in the figure). Clearly, from
an energy cost point of view, the recharge of the UAV-SCs
should be minimized, in order to allow the selling of the
energy produced by the SPs directly to the grid (see e.g.,
Site 2 in the figure).

3.5 UAV-SC mission scheduling
Finally, we consider the modelling of the UAV-SC missions
over time and space. We assume that the time is discretized
in Time Slots (TSs). The UAV-SCs missions are computed on
a centralized unit, which schedules the UAV-SCs action in
each TS. The communication channel between the UAV-SC
and the centralized unit (which may be colocated e.g., with
a MC) is assumed to be reliable. During a TS, each UAV-SC
performs one of the following actions: staying parked at a
ground site and not consuming any energy (STAY action),
recharging at a ground site (REC), moving from a site to an
area, or from an area to a site (MOV action), or covering
an area (COV action).4 When the COV action is selected,
the UAV-SC hovers above the center of the area, with a

4. In the event that all the input parameters can be estimated in
advance, the mission can be loaded on the UAV-SC during a REC or
STAY action.

Site 1

UAV-SC 2 UAV-SC 3

UAV-SC 5

UAV-SC 4

REC

MOV

COV

low battery level,
battery recharge

high/medium/medium-low battery levels,
battery discharge

UAV-SC 1

STAY

full battery level,
no battery variation

Fig. 3. UAV-SCs actions and battery levels in a sample scenario.

zero vertical/horizontal speed. In this way, the propagation
conditions do not vary during a COV action.5.

Fig. 3 reports a representative example showing a set of
UAV-SCs, each of them performing a specific action. In this
work, we precisely model the battery level of each UAV-SC,
as a consequence of a given action set to a UAV-SC in a given
location and at a given TS. This is also another fundamental
aspect covered by this work, since the UAVs are subject to
tight battery constraints [5]. More in depth, when a UAV-
SC performs a REC action, its battery level is increased (see
e.g., UAV-SC 2 in the figure). On the other hand, when the
UAV-SC performs a MOV or a COV action, its battery level
decreases. The amount of energy consumed by the MOV
action depends on several parameters, like the flight path
between the area and the site, the UAV-SC speed, the UAV-
SC aerodynamic features and the cruise altitude, all of them
taken into account by this work through a realistic energy
consumption model. In addition, we assume that, when the
UAV-SC performs a COV action, the SC functionalities are
activated and the UAV-SC starts hovering over the area. This
action is also integrated in our energy consumption model.

4 J-MATE FORMULATION

We formulate J-MATE in the following subsections: i) in-
put sets and graph notation, ii) feasibility constraints, iii)
objective function and complete model. The main notation
introduced throughout the text is also summarized in Tab. 2.

4.1 Input Sets and Graph Notation
Let us denote with A, S and U the set of areas, the set of
ground sites, and the set of UAV-SCs, respectively. Without
loss of generality, we assume that each site s 2 S hosts
MC functionalities. We denote with P the set of places,
defined as P = A [ S. We adopt the term “place” to
indicate either an area or site, and consequently to simplify
the problem notation.6 The set of Time Slots (TSs) is denoted
as T . Moreover, we denote as G(N,L) the MP graph, used
to model the UAV-SCs missions over space and time. The
set of nodes N of the MP graph is defined as the union of
the pairs (p, t) 8p 2 P, t 2 T , and two fictitious nodes ⌦

5. In the event that an horizontal/vertical speed is applied during
a coverage action, the propagation conditions may vary. We refer
the reader to the surveys presented in [29], [30] for a comprehensive
overview of the effects on the propagation channel features due to
the movement of the UAVs while communicating with ground stations
and/or users. Clearly, such effects do not emerge in our work.

6. Without introducing the “place” notation, we would have to use
separate indexes for areas and for sites, thus affecting the readability of
the presented problem.
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and �, used to inject and collect tokens in G. We introduce
the term “token” for modelling purposes, to refer to 1 unit
of flow in the model J-MATE, which involves network
flow optimization (see Appendix A for more details). L
denotes the set of links of G, which is defined as the union
of different subsets, used to model the UAV-SCs actions.
Specifically, we consider movement arcs (LMOV), coverage
arcs (LCOV), staying arcs (LSTAY) and recharging arcs (LREC)
to model the MOV, COV, STAY and REC actions, respec-
tively. Each of the aforementioned arcs is defined between
node (p1, t � 1) and (p2, t), where p1, p2 2 P and t 2 T .
In other words, we consider arc connections on the graph
between consecutive TSs. Clearly, it holds that: i) p1 6= p2 for
LMOV, ii) p1 = p2 2 A for LCOV, iii) p1 = p2 2 S for LSTAY

and LREC. In addition, L includes the fictitious arcs L⌦ and
L�, which are used to move the tokens from ⌦ and to �,
respectively. An arc l 2 L⌦ is set between ⌦ and (p, tSTART),
where p 2 P and tSTART 2 T is the initial TS. On the other
hand, an arc l 2 L� is set between (p, tEND) and �, where
p 2 P and tEND 2 T is the last TS. Eventually, we denote the
head h(l) of arc l 2 L defined between nodes (p1, t1) and
(p2, t2) as h(l) = (p2, t2). In a similar way, we define the tail
t(l) of arc l 2 L as t(l) = (p1, t1).

4.2 Feasibility Constraints
Flow Constraints. We initially introduce the binary flow
variables m(l,u), which take value 1 if UAV-SC u 2 U
activates link l 2 L, 0 otherwise. We then impose the
flow conservation over the MP graph with the following
constraint:

X

l2L:
t(l)=(p,t�1)

m(l,u) �
X

l2L:
h(l)=(p,t)

m(l,u) = 0 (1)

8p 2 P, u 2 U, t 2 T

In addition, node ⌦ is used to inject in the graph a single
token for each UAV-SC:

X

l2L:
t(l)=⌦

m(l,u) = 1 8l 2 L⌦, u 2 U (2)

Moreover, node � captures the injected token for each
UAV-SC through the following constraint:

X

l2L:
h(l)=�

m(l,u) = 1 8l 2 L�, u 2 U (3)

By including constraints (1), (2), (3), we impose that: i)
each UAV-SC may be utilized starting from the initial TS up
to the final one, and ii) the mission consistency is satisfied
(i.e., the UAV-SCs always perform feasible missions).

Coverage Constraints. We then introduce the binary
variable c(a,t), which takes 1 if area a 2 A is covered by
one UAV-SC at TS t 2 T , 0 otherwise. The value of c(a,t) is
set through the following equation:
X

u2U

X

l2LCOV:h(l)=(a,t)

m(l,u) = c(a,t) 8a 2 A, t 2 T : t � 1 (4)

Note that the previous constraint imposes that area a is
either covered by one single UAV-SC or not covered by any
UAV-SC at TS t.

TABLE 2
Main Notation.

Symbol Description
A Set of areas
S Set of sites
P Set of places (P = A [ S)
U Set of UAV-SCs
T Set of Time Slots (TSs)

⌦, � Source and sink nodes
N Set of nodes (N = (P ⇥ T ) [ {⌦} [ {�})

LMOV Set of movement (MOV) links
LSTAY Set of staying (STAY) links
LCOV Set of coverage (COV) links
LREC Set of recharge (REC) links
L⌦ Set of links from ⌦ node
L� Set of links to � node
L Set of links (L = LMOV [LSTAY [LCOV [LREC [L⌦ [

L�)
G(N,L) Multi-Period (MP) graph

h(l) Head node of link l 2 L

Se
ts

an
d

li
nk

s
no

ta
ti

on

t(l) Tail node of link l 2 L

EPROD
(s,t) Energy produced by site s at TS t 2 T

El Energy associated with link l 2 L

W TOT
s Total BW of MC installed in site s 2 S

W BASE
(a,s) Baseline BW provided by MC in site s 2 S to area

a 2 A

WUAV-SC
a BW provided by a UAV-SC to area a 2 A

BMIN Minimum UAV-SC battery level
BMAX Maximum UAV-SC battery level
O Protocol overhead (O 2 (0, 1])

D(a,s) Coverage matrix (1 if area a 2 A is covered by MC in
site s 2 S, 0 otherwise)

FMC
(a,s) Spectral efficiency of area a 2 A when served by MC

in site s 2 S

FUAV-SC
a Spectral efficiency of area a 2 A when served by a

UAV-SC
RRATE Revenue for throughput
RSELL

t Revenue for selling energy at TS t 2 T

Pa
ra

m
et

er
s

CBUY
t Cost for buying energy at TS t 2 T

m(l,u) Binary flow variable (1 if UAV-SC u 2 U activates link
l 2 L, 0 otherwise)

w(l,u) Fractional energy variable of UAV-SC u 2 U over link
l 2 L (0  w(l,u)  1)

c(a,t) Binary coverage variable (1 if area a 2 A is covered by
one single UAV-SC at TS t 2 T , 0 otherwise)

b(u,t) Battery level variable of UAV-SC u 2 U in TS t 2 T
(BMIN  b(u,t)  BMAX)

eBUY
(s,t) Energy bought by site s 2 S at TS t 2 T (eBUY

(s,t) � 0)
eSELL
(s,t) Energy sold by site s 2 S at TS t 2 T (eSELL

(s,t) � 0)
gt
(a,s) Fraction of BW released to MC in site s 2 S by area

a 2 A when covered by a UAV-SC at TS t 2 T (0 
gt
(a,s)  1)

gt
(s,a) Fraction of additional BW assigned by MC in site s 2

S to area a 2 A at TS t 2 T (0  gt
(s,a)  1)

�t
s Fraction of additional BW available at MC in site s 2 S

at TS t 2 T and not assigned to any area (0  �t
s  1)

V
ar

ia
bl

es

r(a,t) Downlink throughput of area a 2 A at TS t 2 T
(r(a,t) � 0)

Energy Constraints. We initially introduce the parameter
El to denote the energy consumption associated with link
l 2 L. We then define the continuous variable w(l,u) 2 [0, 1]
associated with link l 2 LREC and UAV-SC u 2 U , in order to
allow a partial recharge of UAV-SC battery (i.e., even lower
than El). In this way, the energy requested by UAV-SC u to
recharge on link l 2 LREC is El · w(l,u).

We then impose that w(l,u) can be strictly positive iff the
corresponding flow variable is activated:

w(l,u)  m(l,u) 8l 2 LREC, u 2 U (5)

In the following, we consider the energy balance im-
plemented in the ground site. To this aim, let us denote
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with EPROD
(s,t) the energy produced by SPs installed at site

s 2 S during TS t 2 T . EPROD
(s,t) is an input parameter to

our problem. We then introduce the continuous variables
eBUY
(s,t) and eSELL

(s,t) , which are used to denote the amount of
energy that is bought from the grid or that is sold to the
grid by site s at TS t, respectively. Each site s has to balance
the energy requested by the UAV-SCs under recharge, the
energy produced by SPs, and the energy exchanged with
the grid. More formally, we have:

X

u2U

El · w(l,u) � eBUY
(s,t) + eSELL

(s,t) = EPROD
(s,t)

8l 2 LREC
: h(l) = (s, t) ^ t(l) = (s, t� 1), s 2 S, t 2 T (6)

We then introduce the w(l,u) variables also for the MOV
and COV link types, to make our notation homogeneous.
Since fractional values of El are not allowed for LCOV and
LMOV (i.e., the energy consumed by the UAV-SC is equal to
El), we impose the following constraint:

w(l,u) = m(l,u) 8l 2 LCOV [ LMOV, u 2 U (7)

Moreover, we model the UAV-SC battery level. We ini-
tially introduce the continuous variable b(u,t) to store the
battery level of UAV-SC u 2 U at TS t 2 T . We then compute
the UAV-SC battery level as:

b(u,t) = b(u,t�1) +
X

l2LREC[LMOV[LCOV:
t(l)=(⇤,t�1)
h(l)=(⇤,t)

El · w(l,u)

8u 2 U, t 2 T (8)

We remind that the sign of El values is positive for l 2 LREC,
and negative for l 2 LMOV and l 2 LCOV. In other words:
a recharge action always increases the battery level, while a
coverage or a movement action always decreases the battery
level.

Finally, we introduce the input parameters BMAX and
BMIN to denote the maximum and the minimum UAV-SC
battery capacity, respectively. We then ensure that the UAV-
SC battery level is within these bounds:

BMIN  b(u,t)  BMAX 8u 2 U, t 2 T (9)

BW Redistribution Constraints. We initially model the
amount of BW released to MC located at site s 2 S when
a UAV-SC covers an area a 2 A at TS t 2 T . To this
aim, we introduce the continuous variable gt(a,s) to store
the fraction of BW released to MC in site s when a UAV-
SC covers an area a at TS t. In addition, let us denote with
W TOT

s the total BW used by MC in site s and with W BASE
(a,s) the

amount of baseline BW assigned to area a by MC in site s,
respectively. In addition, let us denote with D(a,s) a binary
matrix taking value 1 if area a can receive BW from MC in
site s, 0 otherwise. Clearly, both W TOT

s , W BASE
(a,s) and D(a,s)

are input parameters to our problem. The amount of BW
released by area a to MC in site s at TS t is then defined as:

gt(a,s) =
W BASE

(a,s)

W TOT
s

·D(a,s) · c(a,t) 8a 2 A, s 2 S, t 2 T (10)

We then consider the amount of BW that is redistributed
to areas not covered by any UAV-SC. We introduce the
continuous variable gt(s,a) (having an inverse order of the

s1 s2

a2

a1 a3
Extra BW s2Extra BW s1

c(a2,t)=1

c(a1,t)=0 c(a3,t)=0

gt
(a2,s1)

gt
(s2,a3)gt

(s1,a1)

gt
(a2,s2)

γt
s1 γt

s2

Optimization Variable ≥ 0
(a) BW variables � 0.

s1 s2

a2

a1 a3
Extra BW s2Extra BW s1

c(a2,t)=1

c(a1,t)=0 c(a3,t)=0

gt
(s1,a2)

gt
(a3,s2)gt

(a1,s1)

gt
(s2,a2)

Optimization Variable = 0
(b) BW variables forced to 0.

Fig. 4. BW variables in a simple scenario in which a UAV-SC covers area
a2 at TS t.

indexes w.r.t. gt(a,s)), which denotes the fraction of additional
BW that is assigned to area a by MC in site s. Clearly, gt(s,a)
is equal to 0 if one of the following conditions hold: i) the
area a is currently covered by a UAV-SC (and hence no BW
from any MC should be assigned to the area) or ii) the area
a can not be covered by site s (e.g., due to the fact that it is
outside the coverage of s). Both the conditions are expressed
through the following constraint:

gt(s,a) 
⇣

1� c(a,t)
⌘

·D(a,s) 8a 2 A, s 2 S, t 2 T (11)

We then consider the management of released and as-
signed BW at each MC. To model this aspect, we impose a
flow conservation between the variables gt(a,s) and gt(s,a). In
addition, we introduce the continuous variable �t

s to store
the surplus of BW that is released from (some) areas and
not used to cover other areas. We recall that this surplus of
BW may be used by the MC for other needs, e.g., to serve
the users under mobility or other zones that are not covered
at all by UAV-SCs. More formally, we have:

X

a2A

gt(a,s) =

X

a2A

gt(s,a) + �t
s 8s 2 S, t 2 T (12)

Fig. 4 reports a representative example showing how the
variables gt(a,s), g

t
(s,a) and �t

s are governed by the constraints
(10), (11), (12), the coverage variables c(a,t) and the input
matrix D(a,s). We consider a toy-case scenario composed
of two MCs (installed in s1 and in s2) and three areas a1,
a2 and a3. More in depth, a1 is served by MC in s1, a2 is
served by a UAV-SC, and a3 is served by MC in s2. For
simplicity, we report also two extra zones, used to assign
extra BW apart from the one delivered to a1, a2 and a3.7
In this scenario, it holds that: c(a1,t) = 0, c(a2,t) = 1,

7. An overview about the extra zones and their significance is re-
ported in Appendix B.
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c(a3,t) = 0. Moreover, let us assume the following input ma-
trix: D(a1,s1) = 1, D(a1,s2) = 0, D(a2,s1) = 1, D(a2,s2) = 1,
D(a3,s1) = 0, D(a3,s2) = 1. Therefore, according to (10),
gt(a1,s1)

= 0, gt(a1,s2)
= 0, gt(a2,s1)

� 0, gt(a2,s2)
� 0,

gt(a3,s1)
= 0, gt(a3,s2)

= 0. On the other hand, according
to (11), gt(s1,a1)

� 0, gt(s2,a1)
= 0, gt(s1,a2)

= 0, gt(s2,a2)
= 0,

gt(s2,a3)
� 0, gt(s1,a3)

= 0. Finally, according to (12) the flow
gt(a2,s1)

can be redistributed to gt(s1,a1)
and �t

s1 . In a similar
way, the flow gt(a2,s2)

can be redistributed to gt(s2,a3)
and �t

s2 .
Downlink Throughput Constraints. Let us denote a

protocol overhead parameter as O 2 (0, 1]. In addition, we
denote by FUAV-SC

a the average spectral efficiency of area
a 2 A when it is served by a UAV-SC. On the other hand,
we denote by FMC

(a,s) the average spectral efficiency of area
a 2 A when it is served by MC in site s 2 S. The total
throughput of area a at TS t 2 T is then:

r(a,t) = O ·
n

FUAV-SC
a ·WUAV-SC

a · c(a,t)
+

X

s2S

FMC
(a,s) ·

h

W BASE
(a,s) ·

⇣

1� c(a,t)
⌘

+W TOT
s · gt(s,a)

io

8a 2 A, t 2 T (13)

In the previous equation, we model the following options:
i) the area is served by a UAV-SC, or ii) the area is served
by (multiple) MCs. The coverage variable c(a,t) is used to
distinguish each option. In particular, if the area is covered
by the UAV-SC, only the term i) is accounted. On the
contrary, if the area is not served by any UAV-SC, it is served
by the MC(s), which include the baseline amount of BW,
plus the (possible) additional BW drained from the areas
served by UAV-SCs.

4.3 Objective Function and Complete Model
We consider a multi-objective function to jointly pursue: i)
the maximization of the revenue from traffic thanks to the
exploitation of the UAV-SCs, ii) the maximization of the rev-
enue for selling energy to the grid and iii) the minimization
of the costs for buying energy from the grid. Specifically,
the throughput and energy terms are properly weighed by
including the following parameters: i) throughput weight
RRATE [NZD/Mbps] (NZD denotes the New Zealand dol-
lar), ii) energy sold weight RSELL

t [NZD/KWh], which varies
over t 2 T , iii) energy bought weight CBUY

t [NZD/KWh],
which also varies over t. The overall objective function of
the JOINT MANAGEMENT OF MULTI-AREA THROUGHPUT
AND ENERGY (J-MATE) model is then:

max

X

t2T

"

RRATE ·
X

a2A

r(a,t) +
X

s2S

RSELL
t eSELL

(s,t) �
X

s2S

CBUY
t eBUY

(s,t)

#

(14)

under constraints: (1)-(13), with variables: m(l,u) 2 {0, 1},
c(a,t) 2 {0, 1}, w(l,u) � 0, b(u,t) � 0, eBUY

(s,t) � 0, eSELL
(s,t) � 0,

gt(a,s) � 0, gt(s,a) � 0, �t
s � 0, r(a,t) � 0. We also clarify

that eBUY
(s,t) and eSELL

(s,t) are expressed in [KWh]. Moreover, r(a,t)
is expressed in [Mbps]. As a consequence, all the terms
appearing in Eq. (14) are homogeneous, i.e., they are all
expressed in [NZD].

The joint optimization is required because all the terms
in Eq. (14) are deeply inter-correlated. For example, when

the energy revenues/costs are the dominant terms w.r.t. the
throughput revenues (RRATE

= 0), the best solution is to
keep the UAV-SCs at ground in the STAY state, and sell
all the energy produced by SPs to the grid. In the opposite
case (RRATE >> 0), the operator aims at maximizing the
throughput revenues from users. This strategy then results
in the continuous use of UAV-SCs for all the areas. Since the
energy revenues/costs are much lower than the through-
put revenues, the energy needed to recharge the UAV-SCs
is drained from the SPs and/or from the grid. However,
the two aforementioned strategies are typically in contrast,
i.e. either all UAV-SCs are in the STAY state or all the
UAV-SCs are continuously used. Consequently, the operator
aims at studying also intermediate solutions, i.e., where a
balance between energy and throughput is pursued. This
balanced strategy includes also cases where the SP energy
is partially sold and partially used to recharge the UAV-
SCs, and/or UAV-SC coverage restricted only to specific
areas (not the whole ones). Therefore, all the terms in the
objective function have to be jointly evaluated with the
presented approach. Our framework, in fact, is always able
to maximize the joint objective function, for any value of the
throughput weight RRATE.

Proposition 1. The J-MATE problem is NP-Hard.

Proof. We consider a special case of the J-MATE, denoted
as M-COV, whose goal is to maximize the coverage of the
areas by means of UAV-SCs in all the TSs. M-COV is defined
as: max

P

a2A

P

t2T c(a,t), subject to: (1), (2), (3), (4) under
variables: m(l,u) 2 {0, 1}, c(a,t) 2 {0, 1}. It is possible to note
that M-COV is a variant of the multi-commodity problem
with unsplittable (integral) flows, a type of problem known
to be NP-Hard [31]. Since M-COV is included in J-MATE,
we can conclude that also J-MATE is NP-Hard.

5 BBSR ALGORITHM

We develop a new algorithm, called BALANCE ENERGY
BOUGHT, ENERGY SOLD AND THROUGHPUT REVENUE
(BBSR) to practically solve the J-MATE problem. We report
here the main steps of the algorithm, while we refer the
reader to Appendix C for a detailed description (including
the pseudo-codes). In brief, the main goal of BBSR is to
balance the different terms in the objective function of (14),
by selectively scheduling the UAV-SCs missions, the BW
release, the BW assignment, and the energy that is ex-
changed with the grid. Compared to the J-MATE problem,
the following assumptions are introduced in BBSR:

• the REC action is completed in one TS;
• each UAV-SC returns back to the site from which it

started the mission;
• a pair of UAV-SCs is used to provide coverage over

an area. When the first UAV-SC is covering an area,
the second UAV-SC is waiting (in STAY state) on the
site. During the last coverage of the first UAV-SC, the
second UAV-SC moves over the area and replace the
first one.

Clearly, the previous assumptions allow us to significantly
reduce the problem complexity w.r.t. J-MATE formulation.
However, at the same time, they allow us to fast generate
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Setting of the internal BBSR variables.

Step 1: Initialization

Area-site sorting rule: i) increasing W BASE
(a,s), ii) increasing FMC

(a,s)

or iii) increasing O · W BASE
(a,s) · FMC

(a,s). Output: ordered (a, s) pairs.

Step 2: Area-site pairs sorting

Scheduling of the actions for two UAV-SCs to cover area a
of current pair (a, s) and the corresponding MOV/REC actions.

Step 3: UAV-SCs mission scheduling

Iterate over the set of TSs and the set of areas to compute
the amount of BW released to the MCs by the UAV-SC covered areas.

Step 4: Released BW Computation

Assigment of additional BW to the area(s) not covered by UAV-SCs.
Area assignment rule: i) proportional, ii) increasing W BASE

(a,s),
iii) decreasing W BASE

(a,s), iv) increasing FMC
(a,s), v) decreasing FMC

(a,s).

Step 5: Additional BW Assignment

Based on Eq. 13.

Step 6: Total Rate Computation

Based on Eq. 14.
Eventual update of the best solution

Step 7: Objective Function Computation

Last (a, s) pair?

Generation of the output variables from the best solution.

Step 8: Output Variables Update

Yes

No: switch to next (a, s) pair.

Fig. 5. High level flowchart of BBSR.

high-quality solutions that respect all the constraints of J-
MATE.

Fig. 5 reports the high level flowchart of BBSR. During
Step 1, BBSR initializes the internal variables, which include
e.g., the value of the best objective found so far (initially set
to �1), the coverage of the areas (initially only provided
by MCs), and the number of UAV-SCs that can be used to
provide coverage (initially set to |U |). BBSR then considers
the sorting of each area-site pair (s, a) with a given rule
(Step 2). The idea of this step is to prioritize the areas that
need to be covered by UAV-SCs. We consider the following
sorting criteria for the (s, a) pairs: i) increasing BW W BASE

(a,s) ,
ii) increasing spectral efficiency FMC

(a,s), or iii) increasing rate
O ·W BASE

(a,s) ·FMC
(a,s). The selection of the sorting criterium is left

as an algorithm option. In the following (Steps 3-7), BBSR
iterates over each pair (s, a). Specifically, the algorithm
schedules the missions for two UAV-SCs for the whole set
of TSs in order to maximize the coverage of the current area
a. This step clearly includes the setting of the REC, MOV
and COV actions for the two UAV-SCs under consideration.
In order to minimize the UAV-SC energy consumption, the
site s2 with minimum MOV energy between s2 and a is
selected as recharging place for the two UAV-SCs. Once
the UAV-SCs missions are scheduled, BBSR then computes
the amount of BW that is released to the MCs by the areas
served with UAV-SCs (Step 4). During the following phase
(Step 5), BBSR allocates the additional BW that is available
on the MCs to the areas that are not covered by the UAV-
SCs. To this aim, the algorithm initially orders the set of
MCs with decreasing or increasing values of additional BW
(the actual choice between the two options is left to the
operator). Each site in the ordered list is then analyzed, in
order to assign the additional BW to the areas covered by
the MC. The following assignment rules are considered in
order to select the area(s) that receive the additional BW:
i) proportional, i.e., the additional MC BW is equally split
among all the areas covered by the MC and not covered by
any UAV-SC, ii) the area with lowest BW, iii) the area with
highest BW, iv) the area with highest spectral efficiency, v)
the area with lowest spectral efficiency. The selection of the
option in use is left as a choice for the operator. In Step
6, BBSR then computes the total throughput provided to
the areas by applying Eq. (13). In the following step (step
7) the objective function (14) is computed. If the objective
function value of the current solution is higher than the
value of the best solution found so far, the best solution
is updated. Otherwise, the current solution is discarded
and the changes performed during the current iteration are
undone. The algorithm then passes to the next iteration (i.e.,
the next area-site pair). After that all the (s, a) pairs have
been analyzed, the algorithm produces as output the set of
variables of the best solution.

Proposition 2. The computational complexity of BBSR is in the
order of O(|A| · |S|2 · |T | · (|A|+ log(|S|)).
Proof. See Appendix C.

6 ROTORUA SCENARIO

We divide the description of the scenario in the following
parts: i) areas, sites, and coverage level, ii) spectral efficiency
and bandwidth, iii) UAV-SC energy model, iv) site energy
capabilities, v) MP graph generation, and vi) number of
UAV-SCs.

6.1 Areas, Sites and Coverage Level
We consider a rural scenario in Rotorua, a town located
in the North Island of New Zealand. Fig. 6 reports the
terrain view of the scenario. In order to derive realistic
input parameters, we measure different metrics from a 4G
network installed in Rotorua, by leveraging the CellMapper
application [32] running on a Samsung S6 device and con-
nected to the Vodafone NZ operator. We refer the reader to
Appendix D for a detailed description about the collected
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Fig. 6. Positions of MC sites (black circles), area centers (blue circles),
CQI measurements (colored pins), and terrain view (source: Google
Maps) in the Rotorua scenario, New Zealand. The colors of the CQI pins
are set in accordance to the serving MC (Figure best viewed in colors).

metrics. In brief, we measure the current location (in GPS
format), the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) met-
ric, the operator’s ID and the ID of the serving MC. The
set of measurements taken over the territory is then used
as follows. First, we extract a set of |S| = 5 sites, which
are assumed to be co-located with the MCs of Vodafone
NZ discovered during the measurement campaign. Fig. 6
reports the geographical locations of MC sites (in black
circles). As expected, the MC sites are spread over the
territory to globally cover the Rotorua town. Second, we
select a set of |A| = 20 areas. The positions of the centers
of the areas are shown in Fig. 6 with blue circles. The
selection of the areas adheres to the following principles:
i) avoid proximity among areas (and consequently limit
the impact of interference between UAV-SCs) and ii) cover
different neighborhoods of the town, where the users tend
to concentrate (e.g., shopping malls, downtown buildings,
recreational centers).8 Third, we build the coverage map of
each selected MC, given the geo-referentiated RSRP values
measured over the territory. Specifically, we divide the terri-
tory with a regular grid, with pixels of size equal to 500 [m].
This size is set to: i) avoid artifact coverage holes, which may
appear due to the fact that our measurements are taken over
the streets, and not inside courtyards, gardens and private
streets, and ii) take into account that the coverage radius of
a typical MC is in the order of different kilometers. For each
pixel, we then count the number of RSRP measurements of
the current MC site s 2 S inside the pixel. If the number of
measurements is zero, then the current pixel is not covered
by s. Otherwise, we assume that the current pixel is covered
by s. We then denote with ⇣s [km2] the total area covered
by s 2 S, which is computed as the summation of the pixel

8. The areas are given as input to our problem. The optimal selection
of the areas is itself an NP-Hard problem. However, in our work we
select the areas by adopting a heuristic (yet meaningful) approach.

areas covered by s. Fourth, we assume that the areas a 2 A
are circles with a radius of 250 [m] - a value in line with the
coverage of currently deployed SCs [33]. We then denote the
total area size as ⇣a, which is equal to 0.19 [km2] 8a 2 A.

6.2 Spectral Efficiency and Bandwidth
We initially detail the steps to retrieve the spectral efficiency
values. We recall that our problem requires as input: i) the
spectral efficiency FMC

(a,s) when area a is served by MC in site
s, ii) the spectral efficiency FUAV-SC

a when area a is served by
a UAV-SC. In order to obtain the FMC

(a,s) values, we proceed as
follows: i) we measure the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)
metric at different locations over the territory, ii) we com-
pute the average CQI from s falling in the coverage radius
of a, ii) we apply the CQI - spectral efficiency conversion
table of [34] to the values of i).9

Focusing on the step i), the CQI is read on the CellMap-
per interface after standing in the same location for a suffi-
ciently long period of time (e.g., 2-3 minutes), to avoid side
effects like fading and/or changes in the sight conditions
w.r.t. the serving MC. The locations of the measurements
points in the scenario are reported in Fig. 6 with colored
pins, where each pin is colored in accordance to the serving
MC. From the figure, we can observe that: i) the mea-
surements are sufficiently spread over the territory, with
an higher density in the town center (mid-right part of
the figure), ii) CQI measurements from all the MCs in the
scenario are collected. We then apply step ii) and step iii) to
compute FMC

(a,s). The obtained values are reported in Tab. 3.
Interestingly, we can note that: i) the spectral efficiency
notably varies across the areas, ii) the same area is subject
to different FMC

(a,s) values when it is served by multiple MCs
(see e.g., area 1 or area 2).

In the following, we compute the spectral efficiency
when the area is served by a UAV-SC. To this aim, we set
FUAV-SC
a = 3.9 [bps/Hz]. We refer the reader to Appendix E,

which provides more insights about this setting. In brief,
the selected value corresponds to the maximum efficiency,
which is assumed to be achieved due to the good channel
conditions experienced by the users in the area (i.e., Line of
Sight and proximity to the SC).

In the next part, we compute the values of baseline BW
assigned by each MC to each area. By assuming a fair BW
assignment among the MCs serving the same area a, the
baseline BW provided to area a by MC in site s is computed
as:

W BASE
(a,s) = W TOT

s · ⇣a
⌘a · ⇣s (15)

where W TOT
s = 20 [MHz] (i.e., a typical setting for an MC),

⇣a is the area size, ⌘a is the number of MCs serving a, and
⇣s is the total portion of territory covered by MC in site s.
The obtained values of W BASE

(a,s) are reported in Tab. 4. By
observing the values in the table, a strong heterogeneity
of W BASE

(a,s) values emerges across the areas, and even across
the different MCs serving the same area. In any case, the
values of baseline BW are not very large (i.e., much lower
compared to the entire MC BW W TOT

s ), thus suggesting that

9. In case of non integer average CQI values, we apply a weighted
average between upper and lower integer numbers.
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TABLE 3
Area spectral efficiency FMC

(a,s)
[bps/Hz] - Rotorua Scenario.

Area ID
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 0.6 2.3 1.7 - 1.7 - - 0.4 2.7 0.8 1.9 - - - - 2.1 1.2 0.2 1.3 1.8
2 - - - - - 1.9 - - - - - 2.3 - 1.7 1.3 - - - - -
3 - - - - - - 2.3 - - - - - 0.2 - - - - - - -
4 - - - - 1.9 - - 2.7 - - - - - - - - - - - -Si

te
ID

5 1.5 1.9 - 1.7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TABLE 4
Baseline BW W BASE

(a,s)
[MHz] for each site and each area in the Rotorua Scenario.

Area ID
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 0.3 0.3 0.6 - 0.3 - - 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 - - - - 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
2 - - - - - 0.7 - - - - - 0.7 - 0.7 0.7 - - - - -
3 - - - - - - 1.4 - - - - - 1.4 - - - - - - -
4 - - - - 0.9 - - 0.9 - - - - - - - - - - - -Si

te
ID

5 0.9 0.9 - 1.8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

there is ample room to improve the throughput thanks to
the exploitation of the UAV-SCs. Eventually, the impact of
increasing the amount of MC BW provided to each area is
discussed in Appendix F.

In the following, we set the amount of BW provided
by UAV-SC to WUAV-SC

a = 5 [MHz], i.e. a typical BW
setting for a small cell.10 Although the MC manages a larger
amount of BW compared to a UAV-SC, we stress the fact
that W TOT

s is divided across the areas (in accordance to
Eq. 15). Consequently, the total BW over the area from the
MCs

P

s W
BASE
(a,s) is much lower compared to the UAV-SC BW

WUAV-SC
a , even when an area is served by multiple MCs. For

example, let us consider Area 1 in Tab. 4: this area achieves
WUAV-SC

a = 5 [MHz] when served by a UAV-SC and only
P

s W
BASE
(a,s) = 1.2 [MHz] of BW when served by the MCs.

Finally, the protocol overhead O is set equal to 0.64, in
accordance to [34].

6.3 UAV-SC energy model
In order to compute the UAV-SC energy consumption, we
start from the energy model of [27], which takes already
into account several important energy terms. In this way,
we model: i) the amount of energy that is spent by the
UAV-SC on the horizontal component (i.e., the level flight
energy consumption), including the energy due to hover-
ing, ii) the amount of energy that is spent by the UAV-
SC on the vertical component (i.e., climbing/descending
energy consumption). The model of [27] is based on the
aerodynamical equations of [35], which are retrieved by
assuming that the UAV-SC is in a quasi-static equilibrium
condition, i.e., the UAV-SC moves smoothly with a small
acceleration/deceleration and the cruising speed is almost
constant during each TS. Under such hypothesis, the impact
of accelerations/decelerations on the energy consumption
can be neglected. This assumption is reasonable in our work
since: i) the adopted TS duration is much larger compared

10. Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM), one of the largest operators in Italy,
exploits a bandwidth of 20 [MHz] at the 1800 [MHz] frequency, and
5 [MHz] at the 2100 [MHz] frequency. In line with this setting, each
MC and each UAV-SC can allocate up to 20 [MHz] and 5 [MHz],
respectively. As a result, the MCs and the UAV-SCs operate on separate
portions of the radio spectrum and on distinct frequencies that do not
interfere with each other.

to the accelerating/decelerating instants, ii) we adopted a
low speed for the UAV-SC (equal at most to 2.66 [m/s] in
our scenario), iii) we validate the energy model in a realistic
testbed, showing a good matching between the predicted
energy consumption and the measured one. In addition
to [27], we introduce the energy consumption due to the
activation of SC functionalities by the UAV-SC during the
area coverage.

More formally, we recall that the energy consumption
El is a weight associated with link l 2 L of the MP graph,
which is computed as the summation of the different energy
components, depending on the action associated with l, i.e.
MOV, COV, STAY, REC. Let us denote with EF

l , EV
l , ESC

l the
level flight energy consumption, the climbing/descending
energy consumption, and the SC energy consumption, re-
spectively. When the UAV-SC performs a MOV action on
link l, a change on the vertical/horizontal component is
enforced. Consequently, the total energy consumption El is:

El = EF
l + EV

l , 8l 2 LMOV (16)

On the other hand, when the UAV-SC performs a COV
action on link l, the UAV-SC hovers over the area and it
activates the SC functionalities. In this case, El is expressed
as:

El = EF
l + ESC

l , 8l 2 LCOV (17)

Focusing then on the energy consumption associated to
STAY actions, we assume that no energy is consumed when
the UAV-SC is parked in a ground site. In a similar way, the
activation of the links from/to the fictitious nodes ⌦ and �

does not vary the UAV-SC energy. More formally, we have:
El = 0 8l 2 {LSTAY [ L⌦ [ L�}. Focusing on REC actions,
we set El = 1000 [Wh] 8l 2 LREC, BMAX=1000 [Wh],
BMIN=100 [Wh], as in [12].

In the following, we formally denote EF
l and EV

l by
leveraging the model of [27]. Specifically, the level flight
energy consumption EF

l is defined as:

EF
l =

(m · g)2p
2� · �

1

r

H(2)
l +

q

H(4)
l +

�m·g
�·�

�2

�t,

l 2 LMOV [ LCOV (18)

where m, g, �, � and �t are the UAV-SC mass, the gravita-
tional acceleration, the air density, the area of the UAV-SC
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rotor disks and the TS duration, respectively. In addition, Hl

denotes the horizontal speed, which is computed as:

Hl =
✏(p1,p2)

�t
, 8l : h(l) = (p2, t), t(l) = (p1, t) (19)

where ✏(p1,p2) is the distance between place p1 and place
p2.11 In our scenario, we adopt the following settings:
m = 12 [kg], g = 9.81 [m/s2], � = 1.225 [kg/m3] [27],
� = 3.141 [m2],12 ✏(p1,p2) based on the real positions of
the places shown in Fig. 6, and �t = 600 [s] 8t 2 T .
Moreover, when the UAV-SC performs a COV action, it
hovers over the center of area a. In this condition, it holds
that Hl = 0, 8l 2 LCOV .

We then consider the climbing/descending energy con-
sumption EV

l , which is defined as:

EV
l = m · g · Vl ·�t, l 2 LMOV (20)

where Vl is the vertical speed on link l. If the UAV-SC is
climbing, then Vl � 0. Otherwise, if the UAV-SC is descend-
ing, Vl  0. In our scenario, the UAV-SC climbs from the
ground level to the cruise altitude when performing a MOV
action from a site to an area. On the contrary, the UAV-SC
descends from the cruise altitude to the ground level when
performing a MOV action from an area to a site. Vl is then
formally expressed as:

Vl =

(


�t

if l 2 LMOV , p1 2 S, p2 2 A,

� 
�t

if l 2 LMOV , p1 2 A, p2 2 S,
(21)

where (p1, t1) = t(l), (p2, t2) = h(l), t1 = (t � 1), t2 = t,
 = 200 [m] is the cruise altitude, which is again set in
accordance to a typical UAV-SC setting [5].

Eventually, we introduce the SC energy consumption
ESC

l , which is expressed as:

ESC
l = P SC

t ·�t, 8l 2 LCOV (22)

where P SC
t = 200 [W] is the power consumed by SC

functionalities, chosen in accordance to a realistic setting
(see e.g., [36] with one transmission node).

Finally, we validated the considered model in a realistic
testbed adopting a real UAV. We refer the reader to Ap-
pendix H for the details. In brief, we find a good matching
between the energy values computed through the conside-
red model and the real ones measured in the testbed.

6.4 Site Energy Capabilities
We initially set the SP energy production in each site EPROD

(s,t) .
To this aim, we assume an SP plant of size equal to 10 [kWp]
deployed in each site. Moreover, we consider |T |=144 TSs
over 24h, resulting in �t =600 [s].13 In addition, we select
one day in December (corresponding to the summer in the
Southern hemisphere). We then plug the day, the position
location, the size of the SP plant and the day in the PVWatts
calculator [37] to obtain the SP energy production over time

11. The impact of distance in Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) is thoroughly
analyzed in Appendix G.

12. With this setting, a rotor disk of diameter equal to 2 [m] is
assumed.

13. This setting is in accordance with the �t values used in the
UAV-SC energy model of Sec. 6.3. A discussion about the impact of
TS duration is reported in Appendix I.
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[KWh] for each site s 2 S,
revenue from the energy sold vs. time RSELL

t [NZD/KWh], and cost for
the energy bought vs. time CBUY

t [NZD/KWh].

EPROD
(s,t) . Without loss of generality, we assume the same trend

of EPROD
(s,t) for all the sites s 2 S. The obtained values of

EPROD
(s,t) are then shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the energy

production is positive during the day and zero during the
night.

In the following, we consider the setting of the rev-
enue from the energy sold RSELL

t , which is set equal to
0.07 [NZD/KWh] 8t 2 T in accordance to [38]. We
then set the cost for the energy bought CBUY

t from the
NZ electricity authority [39]. By observing the trends of
RSELL

t and CBUY
t , reported in Fig. 7, we can note that

CBUY
t > RSELL

t 8t 2 T (as expected).

6.5 Multi-Period Graph Generation
We take into account the steps to generate the MP graph
G(N,L), which is used to model the UAV-SC missions over
space and time. The nodes N are the pairs (p, t) where p 2
S [ A and t 2 T . In addition, we add to N the fictitious
nodes ⌦ and �. Focusing on the links l 2 L, the energy
of each link El is set in accordance to the link type (LMOV,
LCOV, LREC, LSTAY, L⌦, L�), as detailed in Sec. 6.3. Moreover,
in order to prevent an excessive number of links in G, we
prune the original graph by removing all the links between
two places p1 and p2 meeting one of the following criteria:
i) distance ✏(p1,p2) > 1600 [m] and ii) p1 = s1 2 S, p2 =

s2 2 S, s1 6= s2, iii) p1 = a1 2 A, p2 = a2 2 A, a1 6= a2.
In this way, i) we avoid an excessive distance travelled by a
UAV-SC from a site to an area, ii) a UAV-SC serving an area
has to come back to a site before serving another area (while
the serving of the same area across a set of consecutive TSs
is allowed), and iii) when moving from a site to (another)
one, at least one area has to be visited during the mission.
The resulting graph is then composed of |N | = 3602 nodes
and |L| = 16456 links.

6.6 Number of UAV-SCs
We set the number of UAV-SCs equal to the double of the
number of areas, i.e. |U | = 2 · |A| = 40. In this way, we guar-
antee that each area can be potentially covered by a UAV-SC
in each TS, given the considered set of input parameters. At
the same time, through this setting we avoid an excessive
number of UAV-SCs, which would otherwise increase too
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Fig. 8. Objective function variation for J-MATE, BBSR, NC and MC-
NES vs. the throughput revenue RRATE (|T | = 24).

much the number of flow variables m(l,u) appearing in the
J-MATE formulation. The impact of varying the number
UAV-SCs is discussed in Appendix J.

7 RESULTS

We code the J-MATE model as a C++ program, which is
run by CPLEX v.12.8 on a server machine equipped with
a 3.5 [GHz] Xeon 8-Cores CPU and 64 [GB] of RAM. The
BBSR algorithm is coded in Matlab and run on the same
server machine with the software Matlab 2017. We also con-
sider the following stopping criteria for the optimization of
J-MATE: i) a maximum time limit of 24 [hours], and i) a MIP
gap tolerance 2%. In this way, J-MATE returns the current
solution if either condition i) or ii) is verified. Focusing on
BBSR, we set the following algorithm parameters: area-site
pairs sorted by increasing W BASE

(a,s) values, site sorting based
on decreasing additional BW, additional BW assigned with
a proportional rule.14 We then run the J-MATE model and
the BBSR algorithm over the Rotorua scenario. In order to
add two terms of comparison, we consider the following
strategies: i) MAXIMUM UAV-SC COVERAGE - NO ENERGY
SOLD (MC-NES), which targets the maximization of the
areas covered by the UAV-SCs over the set of TSs, without
selling any energy to the grid, and ii) NO UAV-SC COVER-
AGE (NC), which instead always assumes that the areas are
served solely by the MCs. In this way, all the UAV-SCs are
always in the STAY state and the whole energy produced
by SPs is sold to the grid using this strategy. We refer the
reader to Appendix K for a formal description of MC-NES
and NC.

7.1 Objective Function Variation
Since running J-MATE with |T | = 144 TSs is computatio-
nally infeasible (due to the size of the problem and its NP-
Hardness nature), we consider a subset of |T | = 24 TSs,
from t1=61 to t2=84, i.e., the central hours of SP energy
production in Fig. 7. We then run J-MATE, BBSR, MC-NES
and NC over the set of 24 TSs. Fig. 8 reports the values of the

14. The selected combination of parameters achieved the best perfor-
mance compared to the other possible ones (not reported here due to
the lack of space.)

TABLE 5
Computational comparison of J-MATE and BBSR (|T | = 24).

RRATE [NZD/Mbps]Metric
10�5 10�4 10�3 10�2

Time 6.19 [s] 774.71 [s] 62278.57 [s] 60192.36 [s]
Memory N.A. 288.26 [MB] 67765.89 [MB] 8431.71 [MB]

J-
M

A
T

E

MIP gap 0.46% 1.91% 5.15% 1.91%

Time < 1 [s]

B
B

SR

Memory 0.44 [MB]

objective function of Eq. (14), which is produced as output
by J-MATE, BBSR, and computed with a post-processing
step with MC-NES and NC. The figure reports the value
of the objective function by varying the throughput weight
RRATE, which we remind is a key parameter completely
managed by the operator. On the contrary, the other input
parameteres appearing in Eq. (14), namely RSELL

t and CBUY
t ,

are not managed by the operator: both of them are set
in accordance to the real energy market values shown in
Fig. 7, for the considered TS interval. By analyzing in more
detail Fig. 8, when RRATE is low (left part of the figure),
there is no revenue from serving the areas with the UAV-
SCs. Consequently, no UAV-SC is used by J-MATE and
BBSR. In this case, all the energy is sold to the grid, thus
realizing a revenue for the operator. The obtained gain is
the maximum one since the two strategies overlap with NC.
On the other hand, the MC-NES strategy introduces a cost
loss in this case, since maximizing the UAV-SC coverage
has a negative impact on the objective function. When the
throughput RRATE is increased (from left to right part of the
figure), we can see that all the strategies tend to increase the
objective function (as expected). However, the best strategy
turns out to be J-MATE, which takes explicitly into account
all the revenues/costs terms. In addition, BBSR performs
pretty close to J-MATE. Clearly, for large values of RRATE

(right part of the figure), the NC strategy turns out to be
the worse one. This is an expected result, as in this case
serving an area with a UAV-SC brings a substantial increase
in the throughput, and hence an increase in the objective
function. Since NC does not exploit any UAV-SC, the gap
compared to the other strategies is very large. Overall, the
results confirm that J-MATE and BBSR are always able to
achieve the best solutions in terms of objective function, for
any given value of RRATE. This is an important outcome, as
the actual value of RRATE is chosen by the operator, based
on its policies, e.g., maximizing the throughput revenues,
minimizing the energy costs, or a mixture between the
previous two terms.

7.2 Computational Performance
In the following, we describe the computational metrics con-
sidered to evaluate the performance of J-MATE and BBSR.
Focusing on J-MATE, we consider: i) the time to retrieve the
best solution, ii) the virtual memory occupation (reported by
CPLEX), and iii) the MIP gap of the best solution found.
Focusing on BBSR, we take into account: i) the time to
run the algorithm, and ii) the virtual memory occupation
(reported by Matlab). Tab. 5 reports the obtained results vs. a
set of representative values of RRATE. Several considerations
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TABLE 6
Performance Metrics.

Metric Expression

Total Data Rate ⇢TOT =
P

t2T

P
a2A r(a,t)

Energy Balance BENERGY =
P

t2T

P
s2S(RSELL

t eSELL
(s,t) � CBUY

t eBUY
(s,t))

JRATE =
(
P

a2A r̂a)2

(|A|·
P

a2A r̂2a)
Rate Fairness

r̂a =
P

t2T r(a,t)
|T |

Gain on
Energy Sold GSELL =

P
s2S

P
t2T eSELL

(s,t)P
s2S

P
t2T EPROD

(s,t)

Saving on
Energy Bought SBUY = 1 �

P
s2S

P
t2T eBUY

(s,t)
EBUY

MC�NES

Rate Fraction F RATE = ⇢TOT

P
a2A |T |·O·FUAV �SC

a ·WUAV �SC
a

Released BW W REL =
P

s2S

P
a2A

P
t2T W TOT

s · gt
(a,s)

Assigned BW WAS =
P

s2S

P
a2A

P
t2T W TOT

s · gt
(s,a)

hold in this case. First, when RRATE is low (left part of
the table), solving the optimization problem is in general
easy, as the best solution does not exploit UAV-SCs. Second,
when RRATE is increased, the problem starts exploiting the
UAV-SCs to cover areas. Consequently, we can note a huge
increase of the considered metrics (time, memory and mip-
gap). Third, when RRATE assumes the intermediate value of
10

�3 [NZD/Mbps], the problem is even more challenging
to be solved, since all the virtual memory available by the
server is occupied, and the program has to be manually
stopped. Fourth, when RRATE is further increased (right
part of the table), J-MATE still requires large resources
to be solved. Focusing instead on BBSR, both the time to
retrieve the solution and the memory occupation are always
very low, thus proving the computational efficiency of our
heuristic. Moreover, the metrics are not affected by the
variation of RRATE. This is an expected result, as RRATE does
not influence the algorithm complexity (reported in Sec. 5).

7.3 Rate, Energy, and Fairness Comparison

We then consider the full set of TSs |T | = 144 and we
run the BBSR, MC-NES and NC algorithms. We perform
an investigation of the impact of the weight RRATE under
a set of performance metrics. More in depth, we initially
consider: i) the total data rate (denoted as ⇢TOT), ii) the
balance between the energy revenues and the energy costs
(denoted as BENERGY), iii) the Jain’s fairness index on the
average rate per area over time (denoted as JRATE). The
equations to compute ⇢TOT, BENERGY and JRATE are detailed
in Tab. 6. Fig. 9(a) reports ⇢TOT for the different strategies.
As expected, the lower bound on ⇢TOT is achieved by NC,
since this strategy does not use any UAV-SC. On the other
hand, the upper bound is achieved by MC-NES, thanks to
the coverage provided by the UAV-SCs over the areas. In
addition, the ratio between upper and lower bound is more
than one order of magnitude, since each UAV-SC covering
an area introduces a joint increase of spectral efficiency
and BW. Interestingly, BBSR presents an increasing trend
between lower and upper bounds, depending on the values
of RRATE.
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Fig. 9. BBSR, NC and MC-NES comparison (|T | = 144).

Fig. 9(b) reports then the values of BENERGY. In this
case, we can observe an inverse trend compared to ⇢TOT.
Specifically, the best strategy is now NC, which sells all the
energy produced by SPs to the grid. The MC-NES strategy
requires instead an amount of energy bought from the grid,
and therefore BENERGY < 0. Again, BBSR is able to adapt
between the two aforementioned conditions. Finally, the
JRATE metric is shown in Fig. 9(c). Three consideration hold:
i) JRATE is maximum with MC-NES, due to the fact that all
the areas receive the same throughput, thanks to the UAV-
SC coverage; ii) the fairness of NC is lower than the one
of MC-NES, since the area throughput for this strategy is
computed solely from the MC spectral efficiency and MC
baseline BW, which strongly vary in our scenario (see Tab. 3-
4); iii) the fairness of BBSR is equal to NC when no UAV-SC
is exploited, then lower than NC when (few) UAV-SCs are
exploited, and rapidly approaching the fairness of MC-NES
when a large number of UAV-SCs is used to cover the areas.

In the following, we consider an additional set of met-
rics in the range [0, 1] to better position BBSR, MC-NES
and NC. More in depth, we take into account: i) the gain
from the energy sold GSELL, ii) the saving on the energy
bought SBUY, iii) the fraction of data rate F RATE, and iv)
the already introduced fairness index on the rate JRATE.
All the metrics are expanded in Tab. 6. Focusing on the
expression of SBUY, the denominator EBUY

MC�NES is the total
energy bought by the MC-NES strategy. Focusing instead
on the expression of F RATE, the denominator in this case
is the total throughput achieved when the UAV-SCs covers
all the areas in all the TSs. Fig. 9(d) reports the radar plot
with the four considered metrics and the different strategies.
In general, the radar plot is useful in scenarios where the
comparison of the algorithms integrates several metrics,
each of them normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 is the
worst value and 1 is the best one. The metric value of a
given algorithm is then mapped on an axis. The connection
of the points over the different axes for a given algorithm
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Fig. 10. UAV-SCs actions, percentage of areas covered by UAV-SCs and
total BW released/assigned vs. RRATE variation for BBSR (|T | = 144).

delimits a polygon. In our case, the coordinates of the points
are given by the values of the metrics in the following order
(counter-wise from top): (0, GSELL

), (SBUY, 0), (0,�JRATE
)

and (�F RATE, 0). In addition, we consider the output of
BBSR by setting an intermediate value of the throughput
weight RRATE

= 1.2 · 10�3 [NZD/Mbps]. By observing
the shape, the size and the position of the polygon in the
radar plot, it is possible to obtain fruitful indications about
the global performance achieved by the algorithm over the
different metrics. For example, when the polygon is not
centered at the origin, its shape is irregular, and the covered
area is small, the considered algorithm is unbalanced among
the different metrics. In our case, this behaviour clearly
emerges for NC, which is more oriented in maximizing
GSELL and SBUY, rather than F RATE and JRATE. On the
other hand, an opposite trend occurs for MC-NES, which
tends to solely maximize F RATE and JRATE. Interestingly, the
polygon of BBSR is centered at the origin of the axes, its
shape is pretty regular and its area covers almost all the
axes. Consequently, BBSR is able to perform well under the
different metrics.

7.4 BBSR Analysis

We now evaluate the performance of BBSR in more detail.
Fig. 10(a) reports the percentage of served areas (computed
across all the areas and all the TSs) vs. the variation of RRATE.
Interestingly, BBSR is able to pass from 0% to 100% of areas
covered by UAV-SCs, depending on the RRATE values. We
then move our attention to the different actions performed
by the UAV-SCs (i.e., STAY, MOV, COV and REC). Fig. 10(b)
reports the percentage of actions vs. RRATE. When RRATE is
low (left part of the figure), all the UAV-SCs are in the STAY
state, i.e., parked at the ground sites and not consuming
energy. Then, as soon as RRATE is increased, the COV, MOV
and REC actions start to be applied. At last, for large values
of RRATE (right part of the figure), half of the actions belong
to the COV category. This is an expected result, since, with

(a) RRATE = 0.0012 NZD/Mbps (b) RRATE = 10�2 NZD/Mbps

Fig. 11. UAV-SCs paths set by BBSR (Subfigures best viewed in colors).

this setting, half of the UAV-SCs are covering the areas, and
half are doing other actions.15

In the following, we consider the total amount of BW
released by the areas to the sites W REL and the total amount
of BW assigned by the sites to the areas WAS. The formal
expressions of W REL and WAS are detailed in Tab. 6, while
the values w.r.t. RRATE variation are shown in Fig. 10(c). We
remind that the W REL is the total amount of MC BW released
to the MCs by the areas covered by UAV-SCs. On the other
hand, WAS is the amount of W REL BW that is assigned by
the MCs to the areas not covered by the UAV-SCs. Clearly,
it holds that WAS  W REL. By observing in more detail
Fig. 10(c), we can note that WAS

= W REL
= 0 for low

values of RRATE, since no UAV-SC is used. Then, when RRATE

is increased, the UAV-SCs are exploited. This induces a
positive W REL, which is entirely consumed by WAS. In other
words, all the BW released by the areas covered by the UAV-
SC is used to enhance the BW of the areas not covered by
any UAV-SC. This is valid up to a certain threshold of RRATE

(close to 0.001 [NZD/Mbps]), after which WAS < W REL, i.e.,
not all the released BW is assigned to the areas uncovered
by UAV-SCs. By further investigating this issue, we verify
that this condition occurs when: i) a large amount of areas
is covered by UAV-SCs (typically more than 50%), ii) there
are sites in which all the corresponding areas are served
by UAV-SCs. At last, when the UAV-SCs cover all the areas,
W REL is maximized, while WAS

= 0. However, we point out
that, even in this condition, the released BW is not lost, but
it is stored in the variables �t

s. Therefore, this surplus of BW
can be redistributed to other part of the territory covered by
the MCs (i.e., the extra BW zones reported in Fig. 1).

Eventually, we consider the paths that are used by the
UAV-SCs when moving from the sites to the covered ar-
eas. Fig. 11(a) reports the outcome of BBSR for RRATE

=

0.0012 [NZD/Mbps]. The colored links mark the paths that
are activated. In this case, there are paths in which the
recharging site and the served area are pretty close (see
e.g, the path between site 4 and area 5). However, there
are also paths characterized by a longer distance (see e.g,
the path between site 4 and area 10). Moreover, we can
observe that most of the areas are not served by any UAV-
SC. Fig. 11(b) draws the picture when the weight revenue

15. We recall that in our scenario we have set a number of UAV-SCs
|U | = 2 · |A|.
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RRATE is increased to 0.01 [NZD/Mbps]. As expected, all
the areas are now served by UAV-SCs. Furthermore, most of
the paths are characterized by a long distance between the
recharging site and the covered area. A natural question is
then: why are longer paths preferred compared to shorter
ones? To answer this question, we recall the computation of
the horizontal speed Hl, appearing in Eq. (19). According
to Eq. (19), when the distance between a site and an area
is increased, Hl is increased. This allows to better exploit
the lift force, and consequently to decrease the level flight
energy consumption of Eq. (18).16 As a result, the UAV-
SC consumes less energy when the distance between the
recharging site and the serving area is increased.

Finally, we refer the reader to Appendix L for a detailed
discussion about additional energy constraints, including:
i) the charging speed of each UAV-SC, ii) the power ratio
between the energy produced by the SPs in each site and
the energy demanded by the UAV-SCs, and iii) the number
of simultaneous UAV-SC REC actions in each site.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have focused on the optimization of the energy that
is sold to the grid, the energy that is bought from the
grid, and the throughput provided to a set of areas in a
UAV-aided cellular network. We have modeled the problem
by proposing the J-MATE formulation, which is able to
adequately take into account all the revenue/cost terms
associated to energy and throughput. In addition, we have
proposed an efficient heuristic, called BBSR, to solve the
problem even for instances composed of hundreds of TSs,
which can not be tackled by state-of-the-art optimization
tools. Our approaches integrate innovative features, like
the redistribution of the MCs BW as a consequence of the
UAV-SCs coverage, detailed consumption models for the
ground sites and the UAV-SCs, and an MP graph approach
to control the UAV-SC missions. Results, obtained over a
realistic scenario, demonstrate the superiority of J-MATE
and BBSR w.r.t. the competing solutions. In addition, BBSR
is able to reduce both the computation time and the memory
occupation of five orders of magnitude compared to J-
MATE.

We believe that the presented approach can be extended
in a number of directions. First, the possibility to exploit
multiple UAV-SCs that simultaneously cooperate to serve
the same area is an interesting topic. This step could also
integrate a more detailed RRM approach, tailored to single
users and different services. Second, the impact of intro-
ducing other renewable energy sources (e.g., wind turbines,
biogas plants) should be considered. Third, the design of
smart algorithms based on machine learning approaches to
react to unexpected events/failures should be considered,
given the increasingly popularity of UAVs and the demand
for communications. Fourth, we plan to study the RRM
between the UAV-SC and the single users in the covered
area. This step should also take into account selected cases
where users are in Non Line of Sight (NLOS) conditions
w.r.t. the UAV-SC (e.g., those ones inside the buildings).
Fifth, the deployment of flexible UAV-based networks, able

16. We remind that a thorough discussion about this aspect is re-
ported in Appendix G.

to track the variation over time of the areas that need to be
covered, is another future research agenda.
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